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Yield of the weakest inclusion is defined as Σ∞  and 
the distribution for its appearance becomes a 
2-parameter Weibull due to the assumptions

Fatigue life (NR) is derived via a critical value of cumulated 
plasticity of the weakest inclusion (Σ∞). The stochasticity

of Σ∞ makes NR a probability distribution.

Size effect modelled: 
Bigger specimens have more chance of 
critical defects, and a lower fatigue life

Size effect modelled: 
For specimens of same volume: Thinner 

specimens have more pore-surface interaction, 
severe stress gradients & a lower fatigue life

Uncertainty of two processes modelled:
1. Micro-defects, via the micro-inclusion model

2. Meso-pores, as the distribution of pores
 is changed with every sample

Original Specimen (r, L)
V≈600 mm3

Thin Specimen 
(r/4,  42L)     V≈600 mm3

1 mm

#1 #2 #30

Assumptions: Micro-plastic inclusions appear 
according to a Poisson process in a volume V

 (with intensity as a power law of the loading Σo)

Model the fatigue life dispersion 
due to defects at two scales: 

micro-heterogeneities & pores

Objective

As cast (porous) HIP (non-porous) 

Cast Al-Si7Mg0.3 alloys Viet Duc Le, 2016

Doudard 2004,
Ezanno 2014
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EXTENSION TO HETEROGENOUS STRESSES

Tomography of planar specimens

Probability of structure surviving is governed by 
the probability of its constituent elements surviving 

Macro-fatigue life (NR2), governed by cumulated plasticity in a 
stabilized cycle calculated via identified Chaboche law

A transition between the two plasticity mechanisms is 
implemented at the local, element level. 

Weakest link over all elements for fatigue life

Plasticity due to pores: 
Need for a second mechanism

Multi-mechanism model 
for porous and non-porous specimens

Yield σy = 170 MPa
Stress concentration 

factors can be as 
high as 6 to 7 
due to pores

The micro-inclusion model is not applicable when the local 
loading is higher than σy, as there exist plastified zones 

which needs analysis on a seperate scale.

Accelerated plasticity calculations
Module based on reduced Neuber-type rules adapted to 

fatigue loading [Palchoudhary et al. 2022], with a Gaussian 
Process  for full-field plasticity approximations in a cycle.

Elasto-plastic FE calculations can take days, proposed 
method takes minutes (cost of an elastic calculation) 

The parameters µ = [m, So, A] are found over n experimental 
points over m levels of applied stress amplitudes via 

Maximum Likelihood Estimation

The parameters µ1 = [m, So, A] are found with non-porous 
specimens,  µ2 = [b, B, C, D, α] are found with porous specimens

Coherent predictions obtained for both types of specimens

Segmenting
+ Remeshing 
+ Size Filter

Extraction of random subvolumes 
into cylindrical specimens 

(used for fatigue experiments)

Courtesy Pierre Osmond 
(Stellantis/Cetim)

...

A micro-mechanical model is modified via a weakest link hypothesis to model HCF lifetime 
uncertainty in heterogenous specimens, with the parameters being identified via a maximum 
likelihood estimate.
The proposed multi-mechanism model takes into account uncertainty at two scales: micro-
defects and meso-scale pores of complex morphology, and is capable of taking into account the 
size effect.
Some pores show high stress concentration factors that cause plasticity even in the high-cycle 
fatigue regime, which is taken into account via accelerated full-field Neuber-type plasticity 
calculations for proportional loadings. The identified model is capable of fast prediction of 
fatigue life for porous or non-porous structures, with or without plasticification.
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